Part 1.
Please indicate which answer is correct :

a) b) or c)

1. Can I ask you some questions?
a) Certainly
b) No, I don’t
c) Yes, I can
2. Where do you come from?
a) I’m from Italian
b) I’m coming from Italy
c) I come from Italy
3. How old are you?
a) I have twenty years
b) I'm old twenty
c) I'm twenty
4. Do you like sport?
a) I like play volley ball
b) No, I don’t like
c) Yes, very much
5. How often do you play basketball??
a) Two time in week
b) Three times a week
c) One times in a week
6. Where do you play?
a) At the Sports Centre
b) By the Sports Centre
c) On the Sports Centre
7. Are you in a team?
a) Yes, we do
b) Yes, I am
c) No, you are
8. What does Franco do?
a) He work for a manufacturing company
b) He was a student
c) He’s a mechanic
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9. Where are you going?
a) I’m going in the city centre
b) I’m going to the bus station
c) I go to the library
10. Have you got a ticket for the concert?
a) Yes, I’m going to
b) Yes, I got
c) Yes, I have
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Part 2.
Please complete the sentences with the correct solution:

a) b) or c)

1) This material is _____ the others.
a) better than b) good c) stronger
2) ___________. This is an evacuation.
a) No run! b) Do run! c) Don’t run!
3) I am trying to find a good technical course. Do you have _____ suggestions?
a) one b) much c) any
4) I don't have _____ money. Could you lend me ten Euros until tomorrow?
a) enough b) some c) the
5) The company is growing because _____ products are popular and well-made.
a) my b) your c) their
6) They have invested in research and development and now they ________ to many countries
outside Italy.
a) has exported b) export c) are export
7) You _______ read the manual before you use the machine.
a) need b) have need c) need to
8) Do you know _____ about ITS MAKER?
a) anything b) an information c) some
9) Have you ever been to Germany or ______________?
a) Dutch b) Danish c) Denmark
10) My colleague is giving a factory tour ___ the potential customers.
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a) by b) to c) from
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Part 3.
Please complete the following sentences with the past form of the verb. For example: (make ) >
made.
Example:
I didn’t make pizza. I made risotto.
1. I didn’t see Sally at the park, but I _____ Thomas.
(to see = vedere).
2. I don’t usually read a lot but last weekend I _______ a really good book.
(to read = leggere)
3. Now I think the idea is good. Last week I was sceptical. I ______ it was unrealistic.
(to think - pensare)
4. They wanted to leave at early in the morning but in fact they ________ at ten o’clock.
(to leave - partire)
5. I checked the price of flights to Dublin and I discovered they weren’t too expensive, so I
_______ one.
(to buy = comprare)
6. The candidate didn’t speak a lot but he _________ us some interesting things about his
hobbies.
(to tell = raccontare)
7. In August I went on a short holiday with a friend. We _________ it very carefully.
(to plan = pianificare)
8. This spring I decided to learn some self-defence skills. I _______ a short course.
(to do = fare)
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Part 4.
Please find the word with a similar meaning from the following words (for example: hello / hi!).
Choose only one word.
many / few / little / easy / tall / expensive / hard / hero / intelligent / fragile / large / many / low /
worst / town / long / strong / big / weak
1) delicate / __________
2) robust/ __________
3) high / __________
4) large / __________
5) smart / __________
6) small/ __________
7) city / __________
8) simple / __________
9) difficult / __________
10) numerous/ __________
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Part 5.
Please match the correct phrases from column A and column B. Write the correct answer in the
middle column. For example:
Column A
1 Don’t forget to click your ticket
before you get on the train

Answer
1B

Column B
A Take a bus or you can walk. It’s not
far!

2 Do you need any help?

B There’s a machine over there!

3 What’s the best way to get to the
main square?

C To the shopping centre. She needs to
buy a few things.

4 Where has she gone?

D The weather forecast isn’t very good

5 You should take a coat

E Could I talk to a technician?
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Part 6.
Please choose the correct way to complete each sentence:

a) b) or c)

1) We will contact you when the delivery ________________.
a) will arrive b) arrived c) arrives
2) Please contact ____________ if you have any other questions.
a) the technical b) us c) I
3) If we offered you a bigger discount, _______________________ increase your order?
a) would you b) are you c) do you
4) If ______________________ exactly what you are looking for, we’ll tell you if we can
provide an appropriate solution.
a) you explained b) you explains c) you explain
5) If they had informed us straight away, we _____________________ the problem much
sooner.
a) would have solved b) will have solve c)solved
6) It will be possible to have some samples of your products, __________________?
a) will it b) won’t it c) is it
7) I ____________________ in Central Italy for a year.
a) have been living b) are living c) live
8) You did sign the agreement, _____________?
a) did you b) do you c)didn’t you
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